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Seismic wave travel time is an important seismic attribute information and is

widely used in various seismic forward and inversionmethods, including seismic

migration imaging, seismic tomography, seismic wave forward modeling and

other core seismic data processingmethods. The accuracy and efficiency of the

travel time algorithm are important for the above methods. In the practical

application of seismic exploration, it is often carried out under the condition of

undulating surface, which has a significant impact on the travel time calculation.

Therefore, it is of great significance to study an efficient and high-precision

travel time calculation method that can adapt to undulating surface condition.

In this paper, Fast iterative method (FIM) is modified to a topography travel time

calculation method. The method employs an iterative method to solve the

equation of function to obtain seismic wave travel time bymaintaining a narrow

band called the active list, and the algorithm can update all grid nodes in the

active list at a time. We will verify the travel time computing power of the FIM

method through several different velocity models.
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1 Introduction

Seismic exploration has played an important role in the fields of petroleum and

mineral resource exploration, geological disaster investigation, hydrological investigation,

and engineering quality inspection. Travel time is an important attribute in seismic

exploration, and is widely used in data processing technologies such as migration and

tomography (Jetschny et al., 2011; Song et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2022). The

travel time calculation method also determines the accuracy and efficiency of the above

methods. Since imaging processing often includes models of complex surfaces and strong

velocity changes, the ability of travel time calculationmethods to adapt to complex models

is particularly important (Aki et al., 1977; Hole, 1992; Sun, 2000; Sun, 2004). Therefore, it
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is of great significance for the theoretical research and practical

application of seismic processing methods to study high-

efficiency and high-precision seismic wave travel time

algorithms that can adapt to complex models (Thurber, 1983;

Zelt and Smith, 1992; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993;

Graeber et al., 2002).

Since the finite difference method for travel time calculation

was first proposed by Vidale, many scholars have paid enough

attention to the method (Vidale, 1988). This method solves the

eikonal equation based on the finite difference method, and

calculates the travel time of the entire grid area recursively.

Van Trier et al. introduced the windward finite difference

method to solve the equation of function and then obtained

the viscous solution of the equation of function (van Trier and

Symes, 1991), which greatly improved the stability of the

difference scheme. Based on the Vidale method (Podvin and

Lecomte, 1991), Podvin systematically analyzes the different

wave propagation forms that may appear at each calculation

grid point, and finally determines the wavefront expansion

method, which improves the accuracy of the method. Based

on the idea of Dijkstra’s algorithm, Qin performs expansion

calculation from the actual wave front, and expands the wave

front by finding the minimum travel time point, which improves

the adaptability of the finite difference method to complex

models and the stability of the algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959; Qin

et al., 1992). FMMwas first proposed by Sethian. This is the most

widely used wavefront expansion method (Sethian, 1996;

Sethian, 1999). FMM relies on the data structure of the heap

to realize the wavefront expansion that meets the narrowband

technology, and the algorithm complexity is O(Nlog2N). The

performance of the algorithm depends on the size and data

structure of the input data. Since the algorithm keeps the data

updated by inserting and deleting each element in the heap, the

cost of maintaining the heap data structure will be relatively high

in the face of large grid computing big. Based on the standard

FMM algorithm, Kim proposed a group update method GMM

(Group Marching Method) which is based on global boundaries

and does not use a sorted data structure. The algorithm

complexity is O(N) (Kim and Folie, 2000; Kim, 2001). GMM

improves the performance of Computational efficiency. GMM

needs to obtain the slowness information of the minimum travel

time point in the narrow band to determine the expansion

group. If the speed information of the calculation grid point

changes greatly, the algorithm may need to perform a large

number of iterative calculations, which will reduce the

performance of the algorithm. Jeong proposed a new

calculation method FIM (Jeong and Whitaker, 2008; Hong

and Jeong, 2016), which can effectively solve functional

equations on a parallel architecture. FIM manages the active

list through an iterative method, and performs grid node

insertion and deletion based on convergence metrics. The

algorithm does not require active list management. It

maintains a special data structure and can update the

calculation at multiple points at the same time, thereby

effectively improving the calculation efficiency.

The problem of complex undulating surface model is the key

problem faced by seismic exploration at present, and the research

on forward modeling and imaging method of complex

undulating surface is an important geophysical problem. In

the study of travel time calculation methods for complex

undulating ground, Sun Z et al. studied the calculation of

seismic wave travel time under complex surface conditions

(Sun et al., 2009), as well as the unequal interval difference

method, and compared and analyzed the stepped grid difference

method (Sun et al., 2012b), the unequal interval grid finite

difference method and the hybrid method. Performance of

linear grid interpolation in travel time calculations for

complex surface models (Sun et al., 2012a). In the past

50 years, the application scope of geophysical exploration has

been expanded rapidly, and the seismic exploration method has

been widely used in the monitoring, forecasting and prevention

of geological disasters due to its high efficiency and high

resolution. Stucchi et al. used seismic survey methods to

survey the extension of historical landslides, and the resulting

superimposed profiles revealed the deep geometry of the main

landslide body and indicated the existence of a potential

separation surface at the location of the toe of the landslide

(Stucchi and Mazzotti, 2009). Hu G et al. proposed a coal seam

seismic exploration technology for predicting coal mine disasters.

This method is based on the different propagation velocity of

channel waves in the roof and floor of surrounding rock and coal

seam, and has dispersion phenomenon, so it can be used to detect

geological structures such as voids and faults in coal seams. And

achieved good results in practical applications (HU et al., 2013).

Maraio et al. used a high-resolution active source seismic

exploration method to explore a valley in eastern Italy where

a large debris flow occurred, and performed high-precision

migration imaging for the measurement results. The

processing results reflected the accumulation of sediments

behind the debris flow alluvial fan. Characteristics and

stratigraphic structure at the top of the bedrock, as well as a

quantitative estimate of the total thickness of the valley sediment

deposits (Maraio et al., 2018). Feng et al. proposed a modeling

method for random noise in seismic exploration in weakly

inhomogeneous media, and quantitatively compared the

proposed random noise model with the actual random noise.

The results show that the proposed noise model is more reliable,

The proposed method is successfully applied to construct a

complete denoising training set of convolutional neural

network to prove the application value of random noise

model (Feng et al., 2020). Lei et al. successfully applied the

seismic survey method of reflected wave and environmental

noise to the survey of urban active faults, and made

measurements near actual faults. The research of the

combination of the two methods shows that the

environmental noise seismic exploration method is feasible for
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the detection of urban active faults, especially suitable for large-

scale regional exploration (Lei et al., 2020). Liu et al. proposed a

body wave separation method based on the frequency-domain

signal-to-noise ratio, and successfully applied it to the surface

wave body wave imaging of passive seismic exploration in actual

shallow coverage areas, and the imaging profile was consistent

with the active seismic results better (Liu et al., 2021). Fu et al.

proposed a seismic prediction and evaluation method for hot dry

rock exploration and development, which is based on seismic

exploration and combined with other geophysical methods, and

can realize nonlinear quantitative prediction and evaluation of

hot dry rock reservoirs (Fu et al., 2022). Zhan et al. proposed a 3D

structural modeling method for seismic exploration based on

knowledge graph, aiming at the problem of image quality

degradation in 3D structural modeling in seismic exploration.

And under the guidance of the knowledge map, the surface is

reconstructed and closed geological bodies are generated. Finally,

the effectiveness and feasibility of the method are proved by the

field model (Zhan et al., 2022).

In this paper, the FIM algorithm is introduced to solve the

seismic wave travel time. Firstly, the basic principle, difference

format and algorithm implementation scheme of FIM algorithm

are expounded, and then the calculation accuracy and calculation

efficiency of FIM algorithm are verified. Finally, the stability of

FIM algorithm is verified by different complex models. This

method can not only obtain high-precision seismic wave travel

time, but also greatly shorten the calculation time, laying a

foundation for the accuracy of research results such as

tomography and seismic wave inversion.

2 Algorithm principles and
implementations

2.1 Principles of fast iterative method
algorithm

FIM is a highly efficient numerical algorithm that satisfies the

iterative scheme and the narrowband technique, and satisfies the

2D eikonal equations,

|t(x, z)| � s(x, z), (1)

Where t(x, z) is the time-travel function, s(x, z) which is the

model medium slowness function.

FIM uses the time-travel gradient term of the discrete

equation of the Godun Windward Differential Formula to

obtain the time-traveling time of the seismic waves.

max(D−x
ij ,D

+x
ij , 0)

2 +max(D−z
ij ,D

+z
ij , 0)

2 � s2ij, (2)

Where the D−x
ij t,D

+x
ij t,D

−z
ij t,D

+z
ij t x and z direction forward

and backward difference operators are respectively, taking the

first-order difference format as an example, there are

D−x
ij t �

ti,j − ti−1,j
Δx

,D+x
ij t �

ti+1,j − ti,j
Δx

, (3)

D−z
ij t �

ti,j − ti,j−1
Δz

,D+z
ij t �

ti,j+1 − ti,j
Δz

. (4)

The main idea of FIM is to selectively solve the equation

function equations across all mesh nodes, without the need to

maintain a fixed data structure. The wavefront extended

narrowband employed by FIM is called the active list, which

is used to store the grid node information that is being updated,

rather than using a special data structure to track the causal

relationship between the grid nodes, FIM keep the relationship

loose and update all nodes in the active list at the same time.

During each update iteration, all neighboring points of the

current calculation point are likely to participate in the update

calculation of that point. When the compute node’s solution is

up-to-date relative to its proximity (that is, the compute node has

converged), the node is removed from the active list and can be

reattached to the active list when the value of any windward

neighbor node is updated, so FIM is an algorithm that takes a

simple data structure and allows each mesh node to be updated

multiple times.

Figure 1 shows a 2D schematic of the FIM wavefront

expansion. The grid node in the upper left corner is the

source point, the black node is the fixed node, that is, the

node whose travel time has been calculated, the gray node is

the active node, that is, the node that is about to be updated and

calculated, the diagonal rectangle containing the active node is

the active list, and the black node is the active node. The arrows

indicate the forward direction of the narrow band, and the white

nodes are the far away points, that is, the nodes that have not yet

been calculated when traveling. Figure 1A is the initial stage, the

source is initialized, and the initial activity list is constructed;

Figure 1B is after the first update step, the wavefront propagates

forward, and all neighboring points around the activity list are

included for calculation, and the calculation is completed. Nodes

of are removed from the active list; Figure 1C is after the second

update step, and the wavefront continues to propagate forward

until all grid nodes complete the computation. Since grey nodes

only depend on their neighbors (black nodes), all grey nodes in

the active list can be updated at the same time. If the feature path

does not change direction, then all updated gray nodes can be

fixed and their white neighbors will form a new narrow band.

2.2 Undulating surface fast iterative
method implementation scheme

The implementation scheme of FIM is similar to FMM and is

mainly divided into two parts: initialization and active list update:

Initialization process:

Definition: X represents all grid nodes in the calculation area,

x represents a grid node in the calculation area, L represents the
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list of activities, and U(x) represents the timeout value of the

calculated point x.

(A1) For all computed grid points, set the time-travel value of

the source point to 0, the time-travel value U(x) of the remaining

grid nodes to maximum, and the program to set U(x). = 1.0e5;

(A2) Move all adjacent points of the source into L to form an

initial list of activities;

Extended update for the list of activities

(B1) For all mesh nodes xi in the active list L, do as follows

1) First, get its time value U(xi), denoted as pi;

2) Use Eq. 1 to get the tick value of xi point, note it as qi, and

assign the qi value to U(xi).

(B2) The following judgment is made if pi, qi meets the |pi-qi|

<k, then

1) The node information of each neighboring point xj of the

compute point xi is judged

2) If xj does not belong to the active list, record the travel time

value U (xj) of xj as pj;

3) Use solving Eq. 1 to obtain the travel time value of xj points,

denoted as qj;

4) If U (xj)>qj, assign qj to U (xj), otherwise move xj to the active

list L;

5) Move the calculation point xi out of the active list.

(B3) Determine whether the active list L is empty, otherwise,

return B1 to continue the calculation.

FIM is an iterative calculation method, which means that

the nodes are continuously updated until convergence. But for

general computational models, most nodes only need one

update to converge. When the angle between the direction

of the feature path and the direction of advance of the

narrowband is less than 45°, an accurate solution at the

nodes of the computational mesh can be obtained with

only one update. If the angle is greater than 45°, nodes at

locations where the eigenpath changes direction will have

initial values computed with the wrong upwind neighbors,

and they will be replaced in successive iterations as neighbors

refine their values renew. So it will continue to update the

travel time value of these nodes, instead of removing them

from the active list, until the correct result is finally calculated.

Unlike FMM, where the wavefront propagates at a point

where the wavefront is closed, FIM causes the thicker band

to split up where the characteristic path changes direction.

Additionally, the wavefront can be moved to a mesh node that

has converged and moved back into the active list to update

the travel time value when the next mesh node is calculated. In

addition, the FIM algorithm is similar to the FMM algorithm

in the seismic wave travel time calculation scheme, and the

travel time results are obtained by solving the functional

equation using the upwind difference scheme, so the results

of the FIM algorithm should be similar to the FMM algorithm.

The advantage of the FIM algorithm is that it can update the

travel time value of all grid nodes in the calculation activity list

at the same time. The FMM algorithm can only update the

travel time value of one grid node in the narrowband list at a

time. Therefore, FIM can obtain close to FMM accuracy on the

premise. FIM algorithm program flow chart is shown in Figure

2. Greatly improve computing efficiency. The next section will

demonstrate the computational power of the FIM algorithm

with numerical examples.

3 Algorithm accuracy and efficiency
analysis

In order to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the

algorithm used in this paper, we designed a uniform

velocity model with a horizontal width of 4 km, a

longitudinal width of 4km, and a seismic wave velocity of

FIGURE 1
Schematic 2D example of FIM wavefront propagation, (A) Initial stage; (B) After first update; (C) After second update.
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1000 m/s, and placed the epicenter at the center of the model.

We use five kinds of distance scattering velocity models

between grids and calculate the initial wave travel time of

each grid node by FMM, GMM and FIM at the same time, and

compare the calculation results with the analytical values. The

accuracy index uses the average relative error (L (%)), and the

efficiency index uses the calculation time (CPU time

consumption(s)), and the results are as shown in Table 1 as

shown.

Table 1 lists the five grid spacings of 0.5m, 1m, 2m, 5m, and

10 m The calculation accuracy and calculation time of the three

methods of FMM, GMM and FIM. The law of the change of the

average relative error data in the analysis table shows that under

different velocity models, the average relative error of the three

methods tends to be consistent, and as the grid spacing becomes

smaller, the relative error gradually becomes smaller. Overall, all

three algorithms have high computational accuracy, and even in

the case of a large distance dispersion between meshes of 10 m,

the average relative error of all three algorithms is on the order

of 0.72%.

The calculation results shown in Figure 3 are calculated on

a uniform model with a grid size of 2001×2001, a grid spacing

of 2 m×2 m, and a wave speed of 1000 m/s. Since the

calculation results of the three methods are similar, only

one result graph of each method is shown here. By

analyzing the error distribution of these two algorithms, it

can be found that the errors of the three algorithms of FMM,

GMM, and FIM are concentrated in the diagonal direction,

which is due to three The method uses the windward

difference scheme to solve the equation function equation

to obtain the seismic wave travel time, and only the four

neighbors of the calculation point above, down, left and right

are included in the calculation when updating the calculation,

and the influence of the diagonal neighbors on the overall

calculation accuracy is ignored.

In order to further verify the computing power of the FIM

algorithm, we designed three complex models of different

degrees and used three methods for trial calculation. Model

1 is a slope velocity model, model 2 is a velocity model with

undulating terrain, and model 3 is a high-speed model. The

velocity model of the body, the medium velocity distribution

range of model 1 and model 2 is 2000 m/s-5000 m/s, the velocity

of model 3 is 2000m/s in the low-velocity layer, and the velocity

in the high-velocity layer is 5000 m/s. Since the calculation results

of the three methods are similar, only the calculation results of

one method of each model are shown here. The calculation

results are shown in Figure 4. In addition, the calculation

efficiency of FIM is about 30% higher than that of GMM, and

about 3 times higher than that of FMM algorithm. The calculated

results are in good agreement with the above numerical test

results.

Table 1 also lists the calculation time of FMM, GMM and

FIM under different calculation grids, and the data in the

analysis table shows that the calculation efficiency of FIM is

the highest, higher than that of GMM algorithm, which is about

the same about 4 times the FMM algorithm. Theoretically,

FIGURE 2
FIM algorithm program flow chart.
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FMM and GMM have similar algorithmic structures, both of

which are extended in front of the wave through Dijstra

algorithm ideas. The biggest difference between the two is

narrowband expansion, FMM through the priority queue to

achieve the narrowband mesh point removal and insertion

operation, the use of heap sorting method for narrowband

minimum time point selection, so the FMM time complexity

is O(Nlog2N) (N is the total number of calculated grid points).

The GMM algorithm performs time-out calculations by

traversing the selected group G within a narrow band, so the

GMM time complexity is O(N), so GMM The computational

efficiency is higher than FMM, but when FIM expands the

active list, it incorporates all the neighboring points of the

calculation points into the calculation, and updates all the nodes

in the active list, so this is also the root cause of the calculation

efficiency of the FIM algorithm being higher than the above two

algorithms and as the computational model increases, This

advantage will be even more pronounced.

TABLE 1 Analysis of the accuracy and efficiency of the time-travel calculation of the three algorithms.

Grid spacing 10 m 5 m 2 m 1 m 0.5 m

Grid size 400×400 800×800 2000×2000 4,000×4,000 8,000×8,000

Format L CPU L CPU L CPU L CPU L CPU

FMM 0.72 0.08 0.40 0.21 0.25 5.23 0.11 32.88 0.08 269.22

GMM 0.72 0.05 0.40 0.12 0.25 2.17 0.11 12.26 0.08 92.37

FIM 0.72 0.03 0.40 0.07 0.25 1.67 0.11 9.58 0.08 71.16

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of trial calculation results for homogeneous media, (A) Schematic diagram of FIM travel time contour (calculated value of
red line, theoretical value of black line); (B) schematic diagram of relative error of FMM; (C) schematic diagram of absolute error of GMM.

FIGURE 4
Travel time contour maps of the three algorithms, (A) FIM contour; (B) FMM contour; (C) GMM contour.
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4 Examples

The above content mainly focuses on the principle,

calculation accuracy and calculation efficiency of the FIM

travel time algorithm. The purpose of studying these content

is to make the algorithm introduced in this paper suitable for

complex surface models. The following will verify the stability

and practicability of the FIM algorithm through several complex

calculation examples.

Figure 5A is an isochrone diagram of the 4-layer media

model, the grid size is 801×801, the grid spacing is 5 m×5 m, and

the speed of the three layers from top to bottom is 2000 m/s,

3000 m/s, 4000 m/s, 5000 m/s. Figure 5B shows the Marmousi

model, the media velocity distribution range is 2000 m/s-5000 m/

s, Figure Figure5C For the Sigsbee model, Figure 5D is the BP

model. The above two velocity models are complex models

containing high-speed layers, where the low-speed layer speed

ranges from 2000 m/s to 3000 m/s and the high-speed layer speed

ranges from 6000 m/s to 7,000 m/s. It should be pointed out that

in order to make the size of the graphs of the calculation results

uniform, we take part of the graphs in the Marmousi model, the

Sigsbee model and the BP model. The analysis and calculation

results show that the model in Figure 5A is a three-layer

homogeneous model, and the contour lines are distributed in

each layer of medium when the seismic waves travel, and as the

speed of the medium increases, the contour spacing also becomes

larger. Figure 5B is a complex surface model with large speed

changes, in the face of complex geological structures such as

anticline and fault in the model, the time line of seismic waves

bends and the distribution gradually becomes sparse, which is

due to the rapid propagation speed of seismic waves between

high-speed thin layers, so the time contours are more sparse, and

the distribution of time lines is denser in areas with smaller

speeds. Figures 5C, 4D are time-travel lines of seismic waves

containing high-speed bodies, and the time-travel line diagram

clearly reflects the propagation law of seismic waves spreading

rapidly in the high-speed layer and spreading out slowly in the

low-speed layer. Moreover, the time line is still distributed

continuously at the boundary between the high-speed layer

and the low-speed layer, which shows that the FIM algorithm

has good adaptability to the strong speed change model. The

comprehensive calculation results show that the distribution of

FIGURE 5
Contour maps of different models, (A) 4-layer gradient model, (B) Marmousi (part) model, (C) Sigsbee (part) model,(D) BP (part) model.
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seismic wave time lines conforms to the propagation law of

seismic waves in underground media, which further verifies the

adaptability of FIM algorithm to complex models.

5 Conclusion

In order to efficiently obtain high-quality seismic wave travel

time under complex undulating surface conditions, the FIM

algorithm in the finite difference algorithm is introduced. The

FIM algorithm combines FMM narrowband technology and

iterative strategy to update all nodes in the active list at once

in the seismic wavefront expansion calculation, and obtain the

seismic wavefront time value through multiple iteration

calculations. In this paper, the implementation scheme of FIM

algorithm to calculate seismic wave travel under undulating

surface conditions is given, and the algorithm is compared

with FMM algorithm and GMM algorithm. The results show

that FIM effectively improves the computational efficiency while

maintaining high precision. Finally, through numerical analysis

and calculation examples, the FIM algorithm has the following

characteristics: 1) The algorithm increases the calculation

efficiency by about 4 times compared with the FMM

algorithm while taking into account the accuracy of the time-

of-action calculation; 2) The algorithm has good stability and

adaptability to complex near-surface models and strong velocity

change models. The experimental results show that the FIM

method can be used as a high-precision and higher-efficiency

seismic wave timing calculation method, and has a good

application prospect under complex terrain conditions.
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